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AlumniMeet-2k17 Report
The Alumni Meet-2k17 was inaugurated by the Vice Chairman Er. Balaji V Ravuri Garu on
30.12.2017 at 11 a.m. The event started traditionally with the lighting of lamp by the chief guest of
the event and was followed by the devotional song ‘Suklam Baradharam Vishnu’.The occasion was
graced by 48 Alumni and across various batches from various parts of the India.
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Speaking on the occasion, the Vice Chairman underlined and praised the achievements of Alumni of
SVPCET in all walks/spheres of life. He felt that it was matter of great pride for SVPCET, Puttur that
its Alumni are holding positions of responsibility in various Government organizations, PSUs, Private
sector, Academic Institutions.
Many of them are successful entrepreneurs providing jobs to others as well. He praised their
contribution towards the growth of their Alma Mater and emphasized the need for further
strengthening the linkage between the Alumni and SVPCET current students.
The Principal of SVPCET Dr. Naveen Kilari has highlighted the importance of Alumni and
suggested the various tools how to connect with campus students to share their valuable ideas and
information to upgrade the quality of education. He focused on industry-institute relations and
conveyed through ALUMNI.
The Inaugural session was also attended by various Deans, HODs, and faculty and staff members of
SVPCET. The Dean of Alumni affairs, Prof. T. Madhuranthaka highlighted the achievements of
SVPCET and called for greater Alumni Participation. He presented the report of the activities
undertaken by the association.
He also outlined many future activities to be taken up by the Association. The gathering was also
addressed by the representatives of local chapters.
The Inaugural session was followed by cultural programme by IV B.Tech students and alumni. They
performed traditional as well as western dances in the auditorium and made the event joyful. Students
sharing their old memories with their batch mates, seniors and juniors. Many of the current students
were also seen interacting with their pass out seniors and learning from their experiences. In all, the
ambience was electric with people seen chatting and dancing in groups.
The vote of the thanks was given by Mr. K.Vijaya Bhakar, Coordinator of Alumni association.

